	
  
Welcome to the Living Rulebook of WMS: The Card Game. These
rules are free to download from the website and you can use
them, print them and copy them for your games. I’ve made a
“Living” rulebook because I plan to release more decks and
cards in the future. This allows me to update the rules without
having to publish another rulebook each time. It also keeps the
costs down, which is better for you. Lastly, it’s also good for
the environment, so look at that!
GAME OVERVIEW
WMS is a card game in which the
characters from the Wobbly
Model Syndrome comics are
pitched against each other in a
series of fights. Led by heroic
commanders, the “armies” of
both players rage against each
other until one commander is
reduced to zero wounds.
WHAT YOU NEED
To play a game of WMS, you need
- 2 players
- 2 race decks
- some counters to represent
your Commander’s wounds
SET-UP
each player chooses one of his
Unit cards with the Commander
keyword to be his Commander
for this game. Take the
Commander card out of the deck
and place it in front of you.
Each Commander has 4 wounds.
Take 4 suitable counters to
represent these (or write it
down on some paper).
	
  

Then, each player may choose up
to 3 cards with the Reserves
keyword. If you do so, place
these cards near your deck.
These cards are in “the
Reserves Zone”.
Separate all Token cards (if
any) and/or any other Special
cards (see your race’s rules)
from your deck and place them
within reach.
Shuffle the remainder of your
deck and place it face-down
near your Commander card.
Each player then draws 5 cards
from his deck and holds them in
his hand.
Find a suitable way to determine
who can start the first Fight.
COMMANDERS
Each Commander has a Command
Ability which gives a bonus
during the game. All other
information on your Commander
card is ignored during the game.
If a Unit card which has the

Commander keyword is not your
Commander, that card’s Command Ability is ignored during
the game.
ACTIVE PLAYER/OTHER PLAYER
The player who starts the first
Fight is also the first Active
Player. The Active Player is
always the player who started
the current Fight. His opponent
is referred to as the Other
Player. As soon as a Fight ends,
whether he won or not, the
Other Player becomes the next
Active Player.
COMMAND CARDS
Before the Active Player starts
a Fight, he may play 1 Command
card and place it near his
Commander’s card. Command
cards give bonuses to your side
of the battlefield, or penalties
to your opponent’s side.
There are 2 types of Command
cards:
Immediate: the effect of these
cards is resolved at the moment
the card is played and happens
only once.
Lingering: the effect of these
cards is in effect as long as the
card is on top of the Command
Stack (see below).
Command cards played during
Fights later in the game are
placed on top of the last played
Command card, and thus create
a “Command Stack”. Only the
top Command card’s effects are
used. As soon as a new Command
card is played on the Command
Stack, the effects of the
previous Command card are
cancelled.

“Anatomy of the Play Areas”
below for more clarification.
Once this card is played, the
Active Player must announce in
which Combat Style he wishes
to fight: either in Close Combat
(CC) or in Ranged Combat (RC).
CC & RC
The CC and the RC values of
the cards are indicated by
special icons.
CC

RC

EQUIPMENT CARDS
Equipment cards can be played
together with Unit cards to
boost them. You can only play 1
Equipment card per Unit card.
Some Equipment cards give
bonuses to a Unit card’s CC
and/or RC, while some give extra
keywords and others give both.
All bonuses to CC and/or RC
are added to the values of the
Unit card. The Unit card is
considered to have all keywords
on the Equipment card.
POWER CARDS
Power cards represent various
mystic powers a Psych can use. A
Power card can be played with a
Unit card with the Psych
keyword to boost it, just like an
Equipment card (although they
do not count as such). For more
information, see “Keywords”
later in these rules.

RESTRICTIONS
Many Equipment cards (and
cards that can be played just
like Equipment cards) have
restrictions. If a Unit card does
not meet these restrictions, it
cannot be played together with
FIGHTS
When the Active Player starts a that Equipment card. For
example: if a card says “Light
Fight, he must play a Unit card
only”, it can only be played
on a spot which will be known
as “The Battlefield Stack”. See together with a Unit card with
the Light keyword.

ANATOMY OF THE CARDS
UNIT CARDS

1.
3.
5.
7.

Card Name
Card Icon
Command Ability
Card’s CC

2. Card Type
4. Keywords
6. Card’s RC

EQUIPMENT CARDS

1. Card Name
3. Gained Keywords
5. Restrictions

2. Card Type
4. Bonus to CC/RC

COMMAND CARDS

1. Card Name
3. Command Card Type

2. Card Type
4. Command Effect

POWER CARDS

1. Card Name
3. Restrictions

2. Card Type
4. Power Card Effect

Designer’s Note on Unit Cards
The example used is a Unit card
with the Commander keyword.
All other Unit cards have the
same layout, but might have no
Command Ability or different or
no icons. Some Unit cards also
have a special effect or a very
unique keyword, explained on
the card itself.
	
  

CARD ICONS
There are 3 “universal” card
icons, which can appear in all
decks. These icons just make it
easier to separate your cards at
the start of the game.

T
This card has
the Commander
keyword

This card has
the Reserves
keyword

This card is a
Token card

TOKEN CARDS
These cards mostly represent smaller or weaker creatures fighting
alongside the main army. Whenever you can play 1 or more Token cards
together with a Unit card, both the Unit card and the Token card(s) are
considered to be a squad (see “Keywords”). Token cards in your hand
never count towards the number of cards in your hand. Token cards
cannot be played together with Equipment cards of their own. Played
Token cards do not go to the Graveyard Zone at the end of a Fight, but
should be placed to the side for future use.

ANATOMY OF THE PLAY AREAS
Each player should organise his play area in a similar fashion,
opposite to his opponent’s play area.
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
DRAW STEP
After playing a card on his
Battlefield Stack, a player must
refill his hand up to 5 cards by
drawing them from his deck.
There is no maximum of cards a
player can have in his hand, but
if he has 5 or more cards, he
cannot draw new cards during
the Draw Step.
CONTINUING THE FIGHT
Now, it’s the Other Player’s
turn to play a Unit card on his
Battlefield Stack. (As he didn’t
get to start the Fight, he
cannot play a Command card).
And while doing so, he must try
to equal or beat the Active
Player’s Combat Value in the
chosen Combat Style.
Both the Active Player’s last
played Unit card and the Unit
card the Other Player will play
are said to be “fighting
against” each other.
If the Other Player manages to
equal or beat the current
Combat Value, it’s his Draw
Step.
Next, the Active Player has to
continue the Fight by playing a
new Unit card on his
Battlefield Stack which equals
or beats the Combat Value of
the Other Player’s last played
card, after which it is his Draw
Step again.
Players alternate doing this
until one player cannot equal
or beat the current Combat
Value.
ENDING A FIGHT
If one of the players cannot
equal or beat the current
Combat Value, his opponent
wins the Fight. The Commander
of the losing player loses 1
Wound. All cards played on
both Battlefield Stacks during

the Fight are now placed in each
player’s Graveyard Zone.
The Other Player now becomes
the new Active Player, and he
must start the next Fight.
END OF THE GAME
The game ends when a
Commander loses his last
Wound, in which case this
Commander’s player loses the
game.

SPECIAL GAME MECHANICS
TURNING THE TIDE (OF BATTLE)
When you are allowed to Turn
the Tide (either by playing a
card or through another game
effect), you can announce a new
Combat Style in which the Fight
will continue from now on. The
change happens first, before
comparing Combat Values.
RESERVES
Instead of playing a card from
your hand, you may place 1 of
the cards in your Reserves Zone
on the Battlefield Stack. This
card is said to be “arriving from
Reserves”.
SACRIFICING RESOURCES
If you want, you can place 1
card from your hand in your
Graveyard Zone before your
Draw Step.
TACTICAL RETREAT
If a player wishes to do so, for
any reason, he can choose to
automatically lose the current
Fight and place all his hand
cards in his Graveyard Zone. He
can then draw 5 new cards from
his deck. This can be helpful
when there are no Unit cards in
your hand for example.
DEPLETED ARMY
If a player cannot draw cards
from his deck anymore, he loses
the game automatically.

	
  
RECYCLING CARDS
If a card or a game effect
allows you to Recycle 1 or
more cards, you may take these
cards back from the Battlefield
Stack into your hand when the
current Fight is over.
As said before, there is no limit
to the amount of cards a player
can hold in his hand, but the
recycling of cards might result
in having to skip a few Draw
Steps.
Cards with the Unique keyword
can never be recycled, unless a
game effect specifically states
that it is allowed.
KEYWORDS
The various keywords a card
has, represent certain traits
and/or special abilities. All
bonuses and penalties gained
from keywords are cumulative.
The keywords below are all the
“universal” keywords: these
keywords can be found in
almost all decks. Some races
might have very specific
keywords, which only appear in
their decks. Such keywords are
detailed on special cards
included in these decks.
Character, Demon, Heavy, Light,
Vehicle
Some cards might affect these cards in
a different way. The most common way
are the restrictions from most
Equipment cards.
AA
This card ignores the Fly keyword
from your opponent’s cards.
Blast
Token cards fighting against this card
do not count when comparing combat
values.
Change
When this card is played, you may
alter the order of the cards on your
Command Stack, before comparing
combat values.

Commander
This card can be your Commander.
Common
This card can be included in your deck
as many times as you want (see
“Deckbuilding”).
Disrupt
When this card is played, you may
choose a keyword from the card it is
fighting against. That card loses the
chosen keyword. You cannot choose
the Squad keyword in this way.
Enfeeble
Cards fighting against this card
receive a -1 penalty on their CC.
Fear
Cards fighting against this card
receive a -1 penalty on both their CC
and their RC.
Fearless
This card ignores the Fear keyword
from your opponent’s cards.
Fly
Cards fighting against this card
receive a -1 penalty on both their CC
and their RC. This card ignores the
Fly keyword from your opponent’s
cards.
Fury
When this card is played, it receives a
+1 bonus to its CC. This bonus does
not apply anymore when your opponent
plays a new Unit card.
Guard*
When this card is in your Support
Zone and you lose the Fight, your
Commander does not lose a Wound.
Monster
This card can be played with 2
Equipment cards.
Psych (*)
Cards with this keyword have a
number of Power Points which can be
found between the brackets. When
this card is played, you can choose to
spend these Power Points on 1 or more
of the following effects. Each effect
costs 1 Power Point:
- +1 CC
- +1 RC
- play a Power card together with
this Unit card
An effect can be chosen multiple
times, as long as you have Power
Points to spend.

Repair*
If this card is in your Support Zone,
you may Recycle 1 Unit card with the
Vehicle keyword at the end of the
Fight.
Sniper
This card gains +1 RC when it is
fighting against a card with the Character keyword.
Squad (*)
When this card is played, you may also
play a number of other Unit cards at
the same time (these can all have
Equipment cards of their own). The
number and type of Unit cards is
mentioned between the brackets.
For example:
- Squad (2L): 2 Unit cards with the
Light keyword
- Squad (1V+1H): 1 Unit card with
the Vehicle keyword AND 1 Unit
card with the Heavy keyword
- Squad (1C/1M): 1 Unit card with
the Character keyword OR 1 Unit
card with the Monster keyword
All cards played together with the
card with the Squad keyword are
considered to be a “Squad”. Cards in a
squad add their combat values and
keywords together.
A card with the Squad keyword can
never be played with Unit cards from
your Reserves zone, even if it itself
arrived from Reserves.
Stealth
Cards fighting against this card
receive a -1 penalty on their RC.
Swarm
When you play this card, you may also
play a number of Swarm Token cards
equal to the current number of
Wounds your Commander has left. The
card with the Swarm keyword and the
Swarm Token cards are considered to
be a Squad and thus add their combat
values and keywords together.
Note that various decks might have
cards with the Swarm keyword, but
each deck has different Swarm Token
cards.
Unique
This card can only be included once in
a deck (see “Deckbuilding”). This card
cannot be recycled unless otherwise
stated.

KEYWORD*: Cards with a keyword
marked with a “*” should be placed in
your Support Zone once they are no
longer the top card of your Battlefield Stack – this makes it easier to
resolve their effects during or at the
end of the current Fight.
Cards in your Support Zone are still
considered to be on your Battlefield
Stack and are placed in your Graveyard Zone at the end of each Fight.

VARIANT: DECKBUILDING
Each WMS deck is a complete
and ready-to-play deck, but
players might also like to build
their own custom decks.
If both players agree, they can
bring a custom deck to a game.
When building a custom deck,
you must follow a few rules:
-

-

No Unit card and Equipment
card can be included more
than twice.
Cards with the Unique
keyword, Power cards and
Command cards can only be
included once.
Cards with the Common
keyword can be included as
many times as you like.
Each deck has 60 cards (not
counting Token cards and any
special cards).
Include at least 1 Unit card
with the Commander
keyword.

DESIGNER’S NOTES
TAPPING
Many cards give a “once-perFight” type of bonus or effect.
It might be helpful, once you’ve
used this bonus/effect, to tap
the card sideways to show it has
already been used. Just untap
the card again at the start of a
new Fight.
MINIMUM COMBAT VALUES
No matter how many penalties a
card might receive to its CC or
RC, their value can never go
below 0.

EXAMPLE OF A FIGHT
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

The Evil Marine player is the Active Player, so he can start the
Fight by playing a Command card. He chooses to play “Lord of
Terror”. He then opens the Fight by playing the “Chosen
Marine” Unit card and announces that he
wishes to fight in CC. The current
Combat Value is now 4 CC.
The Marine player reacts by playing his
“Captain” card. The current Combat
Value is now 5 CC.

The Evil Marine player now plays “Evil
Marine” and equips the card with a “Power
Axe”, boosting its CC to 7.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
The Evil Marine player reacts by
playing a “Hellish Brute”, bringing the current Combat Value to
7 RC.
The Marine player now plays a
“Razortank” forming a squad with
“Technomarine”. The current
Combat Value is now 11 RC.

The Marine player cannot handle 7 CC at the
moment, so he plays “Stern Veteran” and
turns the tide to RC (4 for the Evil Marine).
The current Combat Value is now 5 RC.
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